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Summary� This paper presents a model for reading cur�
sive scripts which has an architecture inspired by the be�
havior of human reading and perceptual concepts� The
scope of this study is limited to o��line recognition of
isolated cursive words� First� this paper describes Mc�
Clelland � Rumelhart�s reading model� which formed
the basis of the system� The method�s behavior is pre�
sented� followed by the main original contributions of our
model which are� the development of a new technique for
baseline extraction� an architecture based on the chosen
reading model �hierarchical� parallel� with local represen�
tation and interactive activation mechanism�� the use of
signi	cant perceptual features in word recognition such
as ascenders and descenders� the creation of a fuzzy posi�
tion concept dealing with the uncertainty of the location
of features and letters� and the adaptability of the model
to words of di�erent lengths and languages� After a de�
scription of the construction of our model� new results
are presented�

Key words� o��line recognition� cursive script recogni�
tion� perception� reading model� activation�

� Introduction

The advent of the computer has deeply modi	ed our
way of interacting with our environment� Even though
this machine is able to perform complex calculations and
often exceeds human capacity� it remains limited in many
other aspects� In fact� communication with a computer
through a keyboard is not very natural� and requires
much discipline� Unfortunately� even after 
� years of
intensive research in this domain� a complete solution
to the automatic reading of cursive script has not yet
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been found� On the other hand� handwriting recognition
can play an important role in future reading systems
�Bartneck ���� and consequently it is a worthy and
challenging area of further investigation and research�

Since humans are able to read handwritten texts with
apparent ease� it may seem appropriate to base an au�
tomatic handwriting reader on human reading models�
What features are detected while reading� How do hu�
mans access information concerning the meaning of a
word� Does perception of a word build up from the per�
ception of its letters� or by its shapes� For many years�
researchers in the 	elds of biology� neurophysiology� cog�
nitive psychology and linguistics have studied these ques�
tions �Taylor and Taylor ��
�� and various reading mod�
els have resulted from their investigations� Even though
these models are still in progress� and many theories de�
fending di�erent ideas are being debated� we believe that
we can bene	t from their observations for the o��line
recognition of isolated cursive words� In fact� we con�
sider that features detected while reading play a key role
in determining good features for the recognition� Also�
we assume that the problem of mental lexical access can
in�uence the architecture to implement the method�

Though models have been proposed to explain the
process of mental lexicon access while reading� they most�
ly rely on printed texts� Few studies have been con�
ducted on the mechanisms involved in the reading of
handwriting� In �De Zuniga et� al� ���� the authors
conclude that even though the reading of handwritten
words di�ers from printed words at 	rst glance� once
cursive normalization has taken place� handwritten and
printed words �in lowercase letters� seem to be subject
to similar processes� For example� experimental studies
suggest that people use word shape to help them rec�
ognize words� and this can be useful too in handwrit�
ing recognition since the overall shape of a handwritten
word follows the same sequence of tall �ascenders� �l��
�t��� short ��o�� �r�� �a�� and projecting letters �de�
scenders� �p�� �j�� as the shape of the word printed in
lowercase� Thus� it seems that the underlying concepts
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of reading models can be adapted to the recognition of
cursive scripts�
Dealing with o��line cursive scripts does not simplify

this adaptation� because cursive writing is fundamen�
tally prone to ambiguity� o��line cursive script recogni�
tion constitutes a complex problem� Often� letters in the
words are poorly written if not missing� Consequently�
perfect letter segmentation is impossible� and letter po�
sition is not known precisely� This paper presents a new
method based on a human reading model� in�uenced
by the work of McClelland � Rumelhart in perception�
The scope of this study is limited to the o��line recog�
nition of isolated cursive words� Our model� already de�
scribed in �C�ot�e et� al� ��� C�ot�e et� al� ��b� C�ot�e
et� al� ���� shares the following characteristics with
that proposed by McClelland � Rumelhart �McClelland
and Rumelhart ����� network with local representation�
parallel processing� and activationmechanism �top�down
and bottom�up processes��
The organization of the paper is as follows� section �

brie�y talks about contextual analysis methods� section 

introduces knowledge representation in neural networks�
section � explains why McClelland � Rumelhart�s read�
ing model was chosen as the foundation of our system�
and section � describes our method� New results and in�
terpretations are included in section �� followed by dis�
cussions and concluding remarks�

� Contextual analysis

Cursive script recognition requires contextual analysis
due to its large variability� There are two main types
of contextual analysis� left�right methods and top�down
methods�
In the left�right methods� the contextual analysis is

done essentially by dynamic programming� editing dis�
tance or by HMM �Chen and Kundu �
�� All the possi�
ble combinations of segmentations are computed in order
to 	nd the best combination�
In the top�down methods� the parallel information

processing is favored and relies on hypothesis generation
and validation� Methods using a global strategy are gen�
erally of this type �Houle �
�� On the contrary� meth�
ods using an analytical strategy of segmentation are usu�
ally considered as bottom�up methods �Favata ����
New methods are now combining top�down and bot�

tom�up strategies in order to build more �exible seg�
mentation techniques �implicit analytical segmentation
methods� as in �Bozinovic ����
Regarding the way we integrate contextual informa�

tion into the recognition process� we chose an approach
which better ful	ls the research results in psychology�

� According to Taylor and Taylor ��
� p� ����

�To recognize handwriting one needs no more
than letter features in roughly the right places�����

Hence� contextual analysis mainly allows us to ben�
e	t from an important redundancy of information�
Consequently� the recognition of all the letters of a
word is not necessary to identify it�

� Taylor et� al� mention also that the reading of a word
is not performed from the left to the right but outside�
in�

This is why unlike the HMM techniques� our method of
contextual analysis is not left�right� It combines bottom�
up and top�down approaches altogether using hypothesis
generation and validation�

� Knowledge representation in neural networks

The connectionist approach occupies an important place
in pattern recognition� Several types of neural networks
exist� which can be divided into di�erent categories� More
generally speaking there are two kinds of systems� black�
box systems and transparent systems� The working mode
of the latter are fully explainable while the working mode
of the former is totally opaque� One characteristic that
we would like to highlight is the way information is coded
in the network� According to this point of view� there are
two types of networks �Jodouin ���� those with local
representation and with distributed representation�

� networks with local representation
In this type of network� each cell or neuron corre�
sponds to a speci	c concept� When the neuron de�
tects the presence of this concept it is active� oth�
erwise it is inactive� This coding is used in networks
with no learning phase because it is relatively easy to
establish the connections between neurons according
to the interpretation that we want to give them� In
the example shown in Figure �� if we present �sun�
as input� the output of the network will always be
�day�� because we have linked the concept �sun� to
the concept �day��

INPUT

OUTPUT

moon

night

sun

day

Fig� �� Network with local representation�

This local coding is simple and very useful when the
number of data to be represented is small� and when
the data can be described with simple relations� The
behavior of this type of network can be explained
step by step� It thus falls into the category of �trans�
parent� systems�
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� networks with distributed representation
In this type of network� a concept is distributed over
several neurons� A code is associated with each con�
cept� This code has no meaning in itself� and cannot
be directly explained as for local representation net�
works� This is why this type of network has been
compared to a �black box��
From several examples� the network develops an in�
ternal representation� it learns con	gurations or codes
speci	c to each concept� The example in Figure �
shows the distributed version of the preceding ex�
ample� The network learns to answer �day� when we
present �sun� as input� It then represents the con�
cept �day� with the following distributed code� black�
white� white� black�

OUTPUT

INPUT

distributed code
day

night

Fig� �� Network with distributed representation�

At present� most of the networks used for pattern
recognition are distributed ones� However� this type
of network demands an intensive and time�consuming
learning phase� It also needs a large data base� More�
over� it is di�cult to explain the behavior of these
networks step by step� In addition� it is very di�cult
to analyze the origin of the recognizer errors and to
correct them to improve the system performance�
In the next section� we will show why we chose a local
knowledge representation for our system�

� Psychological aspects

One of the trends in cursive script recognition is to get
inspiration from reading models �Higgins and Bramall
��� Guillevic ��� C�ot�e et� al� ��a�� We agree with
Wesolkowski when he says�

�Humans are the best cursive word recognizers�
therefore� by studying our performance on this
task we might be able to set preliminary perfor�
mance goals for cursive script recognition systems��
�Wesolkowski ��� p� �����

It has been suggested that reading handwriting in con�
text requires no more features than the 	rst letter and
the word shape �Higgins and Bramall ���� Obviously�
the reading will be facilitated by the presence of addi�
tional information� Nevertheless� the underlying idea is
derived from studies of reading� in order to build e�cient
automatic reading systems� Word recognition implies the
process of visual information� and its representation at
the linguistic level� Psychologists call lexical access the

processes by which humans associate the image of a word
with its meaning� Most lexical access models take into
account the orthographic �the way the word is written�
and the phonological aspects �the way the word is pro�
nounced� of the word� because both of them are tightly
bound� Several models of lexical access have been de�
veloped� but up to now there is no 	nal explanation on
this matter� and research is continuing �Taft ���� The
question is� which reading model is best suited for the
task�
Jacobs � Grainger �Jacobs and Grainger ��� have

published an overview of word reading models� compared
and evaluated according to their ability to reproduce the
behaviors observed in humans� Three models emerged
from the others� The 	rst and the second are represen�
tatives of a traditional school� while the last is an adap�
tation of �brain�style� simulation models�

� Veri�cation Model� �Paap et� al� �����
In this model� the visual inputs trigger the activation
of some of the words in the lexicon� These activated
words constitute a set of candidates� At the veri	�
cation stage� this set of candidates is then sequen�
tially checked against the sensory representation of
the stimulus �as stored in visual memory�� until a
match is made�

� Dual route� �Coltheart and Rastle ����
This model assumes two main routes for lexical access
while reading� one for the words� and one for pseu�
dowords �pronounceable non�words such as �REET�
or �MAVE���

� Interactive Activation Model� �McClelland and Rumel�
hart ����

WORK

W

Input

Feature

Letter

Word

O R K

A B A AB
B

BA

Fig� �� Interactive Activation Model �M�R 
��
��
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In this model� which is opposite to the Coltheart �
Rastle model� only one route is used for lexical access�
Words and pseudowords are processed in the same
way�
The output of the interactive�activation model� con�
trary to Paap�s model� is a single word that has been
isolated from a set of active candidates by means
of an inhibitory mechanism working on competing
units� The veri	cation step is integral to the recogni�
tion process�

Since the perceptual approach is our 	rst motivation�
we have chosen the McClelland � Rumelhart model� as
explained in �C�ot�e ��a�� In fact� this model has been
especially designed to mimic the Word Superiority Ef�
fect �WSE� which is de	ned as the superiority of letter
recognition within a context over the recognition of iso�
lated letters� Figure � shows how this e�ect has been
observed when subjects have been asked to recognize a
letter either in isolation or in context �i�e� in an existing
word��

t<t

t
context

context isolation

Word Superiority Effect

t
isolation

Fig� �� Experimental observations� tisolation is the time
needed for the recognition of a letter in isolation where exists
some a priori ambiguity between possible letters such as �A�
H� K� or R�� tcontext is the time needed for the recognition
of the letter within a word� In this case� the letter in context
is obviously �K� because it corresponds to the word �work��

This Interactive Activation Model has been modi	ed
many times subsequently� Its local representation has
been changed to a distributed one �Seidenberg and Mc�
Clelland ��� Rumelhart and McClelland ����� These
ideas have given birth to the current generation of neural
networks� which are able to learn new paradigms� How�
ever� when comparing both of McClelland�s models �the
classical and the distributed one�� Forster �Forster ���

remains skeptical about the pretension of Parallel Dis�
tributed Models to explain cognitive functions in terms
of neurons� To him� a simulation is not an explanation�
The demonstration that a network works does not give
a theoretical explanation of the cognitive processes in�
volved� He concludes�

�I suggest that the type of connections needed are
e�ectively equivalent to local representations��� I
also protest the trend to substitute simulations for
theoretical explanations� �Forster ��� p� �
�
��

We are facing the �black box� problem here� Jacobs sup�
ports Forster�s a�rmation�

�evidence from behavioral and brain imaging stud�
ies supports a word recognition model closer in
spirit to the interactive�activation model �McClel�
land 	 Rumelhart
 than to more recent �distributed

models �Seidenberg 	 McClelland� ���
� �Jacobs
and Grainger ��� p� �
����

Because we choose a local representation instead of
a distributed one for our model� we are not in the main
stream or current recognition methods� but we still value
our personal slant on recognition� human perception�
Hence in our network we can introduce a priori knowl�
edge� and we can explain the behavior of the system step
by step�
An important point is that we can bene	t from this

analytic architecture to integrate an implicit segmenta�
tion �Casey and Lecolinet ���� Thus� this architecture
gives us the opportunity to improve the segmentation by
taking advantage of contextual information� One should
note that this is not possible in a network with dis�
tributed representation� because it behaves as a classi	er
which corresponds to a holistic approach� Also� there is
no learning phase by connection weight modi	cations�
Another advantage of this knowledge representation is
that we do not need an extensive database to train the
system�

	 Proposed Method

We will introduce the behavior of our method� and un�
derline its main originalities� The di�erent modules of
the system are represented in Fig� �� and will be de�
scribed in this section�

��� Overview

Our method� developed for the o��line recognition of iso�
lated cursive words� models the contextual e�ects that
were reported from studies in experimental psychology�
We were particularly interested in the Interactive Ac�
tivation Model proposed by McClelland � Rumelhart
�M�R�� because it is a lexical access model which mim�
ics human perception� and because it accounts for the
Word Superiority E�ect� Even with inspiration from this
reading model� it should be noted that our data and ob�
jectives are radically di�erent from those of M�R� They
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feature extraction

recognition

baseline
extraction

face-up

face-down
valley

pre-processing

key-letters face-up and
face-down valleys

features
secondary 

valley

wordsact labels

Fig� �� System Overview� In this example� the keyletters
are �h�� �d�� �e� and �d��

use printed words to study human perception� we work
with handwritten words� In their case� they build a read�
ing model� whereas in our case� we want to recognize a
cursive word�
Hence� our recognition method is based on some ideas

presented in the M�R model� neural network with local
knowledge representation� parallel processing of informa�
tion� gradual propagation of activation between adjacent
levels of cells� following several bottom�up and top�down
processes� However� because of the variability of hand�
writing� we have included in this architecture some char�
acteristics speci	c to cursive scripts� meaningful features
such ascenders and descenders� relative position of let�
ters� fuzzy matching technique and contextual analysis�
Our system PERCEPTO for cursive word recognition

has resulted from these new developments� It is mainly
composed of four modules� pre�processing� baseline ex�
traction� feature extraction� and recognition� Fig� � il�
lustrates the propagation of information in the system�
First of all� a scanned image of an isolated cursive word is
given as input� Pre�processing is performed on this input
image� including contour extraction� loop detection and
identi	cation of local minima� The local minima will be
used later during the pre�segmentation of the image into
zones� each containing a key�letter �cf� section �������
Once pre�processing is complete� the baselines of the

word image are found in order to prepare for feature
extraction �cf� section ����� Three types of features are
extracted� primary and secondary features� face�up and
face�down valleys�
In the recognition module� a neural network with

three layers of neurons identi	es the input word from

the features extracted through a succession of percep�
tual cycles �bottom�up and top�down processes� �cf� sec�
tion ����� A fuzzy matching technique identi	es a corre�
spondence between the zones in the input image �parts of
the image which are recognized� and letters in each word
of the lexicon �contextual knowledge� �cf� section �����
The output of the recognition module is a list of can�

didate words sorted by decreasing order of activation�

��� Feature extraction

As explained in the section above� three types of features
are extracted in this method� as shown in Fig� �� primary
features� secondary features� and face�up and face�down
valleys�
Primary features are used to detect key�letters �let�

ters or part of letters containing an ascender� a descender
or a loop in the body of the word� �cf� section ������� Sec�
ondary features are conditional� because they are only
detected when they are found in the presence of a prime
feature �cf� section ����
�� Face�up and face�down val�
leys are extracted from the background of the image
�cf� section ������� Primary and secondary features are
used during the bottom�up processes of the recognition
module �cf� section ������� while face�up and face�down
valleys are involved in the top�down processes only �cf�
section ������� Successful identi	cation of these features
relies on the baselines of the word image�

����� Baseline extraction

Baselines split a word into three regions� one for ascen�
ders �region above the superior baseline�� one for descen�
ders �region below the inferior baseline�� and one for the
body of the word �region between the two baselines�� We
have developed a new method for baseline extraction us�
ing entropy� which is described in �C�ot�e ��c� and illus�
trated in Fig� �� This method avoids the correction of the
slant of the word� and consequently the baseline follows
the word as it is written� We basically compute several
histograms for di�erent y projections� and calculate the
entropy associated with each of them� We recall that en�
tropy is a measurement of the compactness associated
with the density of points given by equation ��

E � �

X

i

pi log�pi� ���

pi �
Ni

N
���

where Ni is the number of pixels with ordinate yi in
the histogram� and N is the total number of pixels in
the contour of the word� The probability pi gives the
occurrence of ordinate yi in the histogram �

P
i pi � ���

Entropy E is maximum when all probabilities pi are
equal� It is minimum when all probabilities pi� except
one� are equal to zero� When a distribution is compact�
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its entropy is small� On the contrary� when a distribu�
tion is spread� its entropy is large� Consequently� the
histogram having the lowest entropy will correspond to
the writing direction� With this speci	c histogram� we
then 	nd the thresholds delimiting the body of the word
following a simple heuristic� Examples of this baseline
extraction technique are given in Fig� ��

contour

mot: Elmira

entropy

angles in degree

mot: Elmira

en
tr

o
p

y

heuristic baselines

-60 0 60-30 30

histograms
15 deg

30 deg25 deg

10 deg4 deg

20 deg

Fig� �� Baseline extraction method�

Fig� �� Baseline extraction for the short word �Two�� for a
word with descenders such as �Tappan� and for the slanted
word �Treadwell��

����� Primary features and key�letters

The primary features are ascenders� descenders� ascender�
descenders� and loops within the body of the word� The
key�letters �Cheriet and Suen �
� are the letters �or
parts of letters� which are described by these primary
features� As these features are considered to be robust
�Bouma ����� they will be marked as the anchor points

of the recognition process �Houle et� al� �
�� The goal
here is not to segment the whole word in its letters but
rather to 	nd the key�letters� First� local minima of the
upper contour are found� in order to locate potential lig�
atures� Although more sophisticated algorithms could be
used to 	nd potential segmentation points� we just use
here the local minima as 	rst approximation�
Once these potential ligatures are detected� the word

is pre�segmented into connected components� The key�
letters are the connected components which overlap the
ascender and�or descender regions� Connected compo�
nents detected as loops in the body of the word are also
identi	ed as key�letters� Each key�letter determines the
width and the location of a zone� These zones form the
input to the recognition module during the bottom�up
processes�

ascender

loops

ascender-descenders

Fig� �� Primary features� Keyletters have a black contour
delimiting letters �f �� �f �� �t�� �e� and �e�� Letters �i� and �n� are
ignored because they are not described with primary features�
They will be sought during the topdown processes�

����
 Secondary features or conditionals

Secondary features� such as b loop� d loop or t bars� have
their presence attested only when they are found in com�
bination with the primary features� for this reason they
are called conditional features� as in �Lecolinet ���� For
example� the feature d loop is a loop that will only be de�
tected when an ascender is found on its right within the
same zone� Tests show that detection of secondary fea�
tures increases the recognition rate by �� on the training
set�

d_loop
anchor zones

loop

ascendersascender

loop

Fig� 	� Conditional features�
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valley
face-up

ligature face-down
valley

Fig� �
� Faceup and facedown valleys�

����� Face�up and face�down valleys

Here� the background of the image is taken into account�
Face�up and face�down valleys are the connected compo�
nents of the background extracted between the lower and
the upper contours of the word �Cheriet and Suen �
��
These features are less stable� but will be used in the hy�
pothesis generation� validation and insertion process to
	nd other clues leading to the identity of the target word
�cf� section �������

��� Architecture of the recognition model

Our system is based on three levels of cells� hierarchically
organized at feature� letter� and word levels as shown in
Fig� ��� We assume that there is a cell for each word in
the pre�de	ned lexicon� as well as for each letter and each
feature associated with a given location in the image�
Namely� there is a possibility of 
� words� �� letters and
�� features�
There is a strong link between the number of zones

in the image and the number of feature�cells in the 	rst
level of the system� The same observation also applies
to the number of letter�cells in the second level of the
system�
Connections between adjacent levels are excitatory�

and bi�directional� except between the feature and the

� As explained in �C�ot�e et� al� 
���a� p� 	���� there is no
inhibition in this system as in several psychophysiological
systems because of the particular nature of cursive script
which means that we are dealing with noisy and unstable
information� As in �Bozinovic and Srihari 
����� we reward

occurrence of events but not their absence�Our particular way
of using information is to delay the decision about the iden
tity of the word� and keep all the current hints that will help
the system to make a decision� This choice is made at the
price of more confusion between similar words� It is a trade
o� between re�ning the word selection� using reliable low
level information� and accepting more candidates by being
less selective� using unstable low level information� Possible
solutions should not be eliminated too early in the decision
process�

letter level� where the connection is bottom�up only� The�
re are no connections within the same level� This is why
a word�cell may be connected to a letter�cell but not
to a feature�cell� The cells are pre�linked according to a
priori knowledge� Two lexicons link the adjacent levels
of cells� a feature�letter lexicon and a letter�word lexicon�
Hence� according to these lexicons� the word�cell �two�
will be connected to the letter�cell �t� but not the word�
cell �f �� We call this letter�cell �t�� the neighbor of the
word�cell �two�� Hence� the word�cell �two� has three
neighbors� the letter�cells �t�� �w� and �o�� For each word
in the lexicon� there is a labelling array which links each
of the word letters and each of the associated zones in
the image�

��� Activation states of a cell

In this system� the cells are either active or passive� and
their internal energy or activation has a value which
varies between � and ��
When a cell detects a stimulus� its activation in�

creases and then it can in�uence its neighbors� which
are the cells of the adjacent levels to which it is con�
nected� Hence� the activation of a cell depends not only
on its internal energy� but also on its neighbors� activa�
tion� Figure �� presents the di�erent activation states of
a cell which are described below� In this example� letter�
cells �b� and �f � have been activated by the feature�cell
�ascender��

� Deactivated cell� letter�cell �b� receives a maximal
initial activation� This cell has no neighbors� Conse�
quently� its activation cannot be supported and its
internal activation decreases until it reaches the rest�
ing level �� ���

� Active cell� letter�cell �f � has two neighbors� which
gradually increase its activation until the maximal
activation value is reached�

desasc desasc 

Zone 1 Zone 2

words

letters

features

fifty fifteen

a b z a b z

only

Fig� ��� Three level system�
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)
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Fig� ��� Activation states of a cell� Each cell is represented
by a circle which is black when the cell is active� or white
when the cell is not�

� Inactive cell� letter�cell �o� will stay minimal in ac�
tivation because it cannot receive activation from its
neighbors� Thus� its activation will stay minimal even
if it has a neighbor at the adjacent level because the
activation of this neighbor is zero� An inactive cell
cannot activate a neighbor�
Letter�cell �z� is inactive� Because this cell has no
neighbors� its activation will stay at its minimum
value�

��� Perceptual cycles

Two complementary processes allow the transmission
of information within the three levels of the system�
bottom�up and top�down processes� A perceptual cycle
has been completed when a bottom�up process is fol�
lowed by a top�down process� During the bottom�up pro�
cess� the information propagates from the lower �feature�
level toward the higher �word� level� and vice versa in the
top�down process� In the latter� an implicit segmentation
of the unknown word is performed based on the contex�
tual information given by the higher level� We describe
each of the processes in the following sections�

����� Bottom�up process

From the o��line image of an unknown handwritten word�
meaningful features such as ascenders� descenders� ascen�
der�descenders �as in letter �f ��� and loops are 	rst ex�
tracted� These form the anchors �or also the key�letters�
of the image because they constitute the most stable
part of the image and therefore� they will be processed
in priority�

Since we have the order and relative �but not abso�
lute� position of these key�letters in the image� we model
the letter position by a zone which does not necessarily
contain one letter� Following the feature extraction� a
zone is created for each key�letter�

zone 1

asc-des

word
level

letter
level

feature
level

Anchor 
extraction

ascender
descender
loop

o n l y f i f t y f i f t e e n n i n e

a b c d e f

g h i j  k  l

m n o  p q

r  s  t  u v

w x y z

Fig� ��� Bottomup Process� For simplicity� we illustrate here
only the processing of the �ascender� of the letter �l�� Acti
vated cells are represented by a white background�

Extracted features are the input to the recognition
system� which will use this information to initiate the
bottom�up process� the corresponding feature�cells are
activated� In the example shown in Figure �
� for sim�
plicity� we only illustrate the processing of the �ascen�
der� of letter �l�� Usually� in this case� both the ascender
of letter �l� and the descender of letter �y� are detected�
and the bottom�up processes associated with each fea�
ture are realized in parallel for both zones� To simplify
things� we are concentrating now on the description of
the bottom�up process for zone �� Hence� the detection
of feature �ascender� in zone � triggers the activation
of the feature�cell �ascender� in the region of the net�
work corresponding to this zone� The activation of the
feature�cell initiates the propagation of activation toward
the adjacent levels� Hence� letter�cells corresponding to
zone � and connected to this feature�cell �ascender� are
also activated�

Following the same process� activated letter�cells trig�
ger the word�cells they are related to� At the end of the
bottom�up process� some word�cells are activated and
some are not� In this example� the word�cells �only��
��fty� and ��fteen� are activated� but the word�cell �nine�
is not�

Thus� the features initially detected in the image have
initiated the activation of some word�cells which consti�
tute some of the possible solutions in the word identi	�
cation process�
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����� Top�down process

During the top�down process� contextual information is
taken into account in two manners� feedback and inser�
tion�
During feedback� the propagation of activation spreads

from the word�level to the letter�level� The word�cells
stimulate the letter�cells� following the same network
connections used in the bottom�up process� This feed�
back will increase the activation of letter�cells that best
match the lexicon� In Figure ��� the word�cells �only��
��fty� and ��fteen� will stimulate the letter�cells which
have already contributed to their activation during the
bottom�up process �these are the letter�cells �b�� �d�� �f ��
�h�� �k�� �l� and �t� associated with zone ���

zone 1
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...
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i
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Fig� ��� Topdown Process� Feedback� arrows 
� � and 	�
Insertion� arrows �� � and ��

The other process involved in the top�down process
is insertion� More precisely� we are talking about the
hypothesis generation� validation and insertion process�
Again� we have simpli	ed the diagram shown in Fig�
ure ��� which illustrates the insertion process� The idea
is to use contextual information given by the lexicon in
order to increase the chances of recognizing the word
presented to the system�
The activated word�cells generate letter hypotheses

which give some hints about the identity of the unknown
letters present in the image� These hypotheses are then
checked against the real image� If the features matching
the letter hypotheses are present in the unknown word
image� the hypotheses are validated and the correspond�
ing cells are activated� if not� they are rejected�
For example� in Figure ��� the word�cell �only� pro�

poses the letter �n�� the word�cell ��fty� the letter �f ��
and the word�cell ��fteen� the letter �i�� The hypotheses

sought are �n�� �f � and �i� to the left of zone �� In the
image� to the left of this zone� we can 	nd a �face�down
valley� feature which validates the presence of letter �n��
but does not accept letters �f � and �i� as possibilities� A
new zone� zone � in this example� is thus created and
inserted on the left side of zone ��
Following this example� we explain next� the above

steps in more detail�

� Generation� the system builds a topological repre�
sentation of the input word image based on informa�
tion such as� mean width of a zone� beginning and end
of a zone� It also takes into account the estimation of
the number of letters between the anchor zones based
on the mean width of a zone� Once this topology has
been established� the system computes the distance
between this target topology and each of the labelled
word in the lexicon� The words that are closer to this
target topology are retained as word candidates to
the hypotheses validation�

� Validation� for each word considered as a possibility�
we try to validate the retained hypotheses with the
input image� A letter in a word will be validated if its
features can be found in the image� When a letter is
validated� the score associated with the correspond�
ing word is increased� The words which have the high�
est scores will participate in the insertion process�

� Insertion� for each candidate word and for each val�
idated letter within this word� a zone is created and
inserted at the appropriate location in the image� In
each of these new zones� the feature�detectors corre�
sponding to the features found in this zone are acti�
vated� In the next cycle� these features will also con�
tribute to the propagation of activation among the
three di�erent levels of the system�

In conclusion� at the end of the top�down process�
during feedback� the activation of letter�cells associated
with each zone of the image is reinforced� During inser�
tion� new zones are created and inserted�

����
 Complete cycle and saturation

Because the activation increases gradually over time �cf�
section ����� the cells of the system need several percep�
tual cycles before they can reach an activation level high
enough to decide on the identity of the unknown word�
The sequence of zones at the end of a perceptual cy�

cle constitutes the input for the next cycle� Hence� at
the end of a perceptual cycle� hypotheses are validated
and the corresponding feature�cells are activated� These
newly activated features are added to those features ac�
tivated from the beginning� This is why� in Figure ���
the zone � created and inserted beside zone � will trig�
ger the activation of the feature�cell �face�down valley�
in the region of the network associated with this zone�
The input for the next cycle will be zone � with its fea�
ture �ascender�� and zone � with its feature �face�down
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valley�� The detection of these features initiates the acti�
vation of the feature�cell �ascender� and the feature�cell
�face�down valley� in the regions of the network associ�
ated with zones � and � respectively�
After several perceptual cycles� usually between �

and �� cycles� the activation of a word�cell reaches its
maximal value� meaning that the system has converged
toward a solution� When this happens� we say that the
system saturates �cf� section ����� It is then possible to
establish a list of candidate words sorted in decreasing
order of activation� The words having the highest acti�
vation values among candidate words are selected as a
recognition result array�

��� Activation

Now that we have described this system in general� we
give a formal de	nition of activation and explain how the
weights of the connections between cells are calculated�
Each cell or unit has a momentary activation Ai�t�� The
unit�s activation varies between � and � in accordance
with the following equation�

Ai�t  �t� � ��� ��Ai�t�  Ei�t� �
�

with� Ai�t �t� the new value of the activation of
unit i at time �t �t��

� a constant for the unit�s decay� set
to �����

Ei�t� the e�ect on unit i at time t due to
inputs from its neighbors�

The e�ect from the neighbors on unit i at time t� Ei�t��
is represented by�

Ei�t� � ni�t��M �Ai�t�� ���

with� ni�t� the total excitatory in�uences from
the neighbors at time t on unit i�

M the maximum activation level of the
unit� set to ��

where the factor ni�t� is de	ned as�

ni�t� �
X

j

�ijaj�t� ���

with� aj�t� the activation of an active excitatory
neighbor of the unit�

�ij the associated weight constant�

The factor �M � Ai�t�� modulates the contribution of
the neighbors ni�t�� to keep the input to the unit from
driving it beyond some maximum� As can be seen� when
the activation of the unit has reached its maximumvalue
�one�� the e�ect of the input is reduced to zero� Thus�
the activation is always bounded�
The weights of the connections are not learned� They

adapt during the process according to the following for�
mulas�

�fl �
�

NF
� �lw � F���lw

�

NZ
� �wl �

�

NW

where NF is the number of features found in the signal
for letter L� F���lw is the position coe�cient for letter
L in word W �the de	nition follows�� NZ is the num�
ber of zones found in the signal at time t� and NW is
the number of words in the lexicon containing the let�
ter L� Figure �� shows a general diagram of the model�s
behavior�

A(t + 1) = 0.93A(t) +    (1 - A(t))

= 1/2 x 1/NFeatures x A(t) 

A(t) = score

Action

Feedback

ε
LETTERS
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WORDS

word

Sorting candidate words

ε = Position Coef. x 1/NZones x A(t) let ε  = 1/2 x 1/NWords x A(t) 

ε
FEATURES

feature

Feature’s score

εA(t + 1) = 0.93A(t) +     (1 - A(t))

Fig� ��� Behavior of the model�

��� Labelling and fuzzy matching

During the bottom�up process� we 	rst try to match the
activated letter with the related word �letter�word lexi�
con�� and at the right position within the word� To do
so� a labelling technique has been developed which deals
with the relative order of letters and the letter�s fuzzy
position in a word�
The estimation of the relative letter positions is a

very important parameter for successful letter labelling
of each word in the lexicon� During the labelling process�
we always compare the position of the tested letter in the
word with the corresponding position in the image� The
letter position in the image is relative to the word image
length�
Because the number of letters in the word image is

di�cult to evaluate� and because an approximate posi�
tion of a letter in the word image is necessary for a good
labelling� an estimation of a letter width is calculated�
This estimation is obtained by projecting the lexicon on
the input image� Hence during the matching between a
zone in the image and a letter in a word of the lexicon�
the width of a letter varies according to the number of
letters in the considered word and is known a priori�
Figure �� illustrates the mapping used�
Since the letter position in the image is not known

precisely� we introduce a position coe�cient �real num�
ber between � and ��� When its value is �� we consider
that the letter in the word corresponds exactly to the
letter in the image� On the contrary� a � value means
that the letter in the word does not correspond at all to
the letter in the image� Between these two limits� this
coe�cient varies as a fuzzy function� One should note
that this fuzzy function depends on the letter width of
the image word� Since we try to match each word of
the lexicon with the input image� the fuzzy function will
vary according to the length of the lexicon word candi�
date for labelling� This �exible fuzzy function allows to
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Fig� ��� Projection of the lexicon on the input image� vari
able letter width�

compensate for any distortions that may appear in the
image because its particular shape takes into account
more than one letter�
Figure �� shows how the fuzzy matching function is

superimposed on each letter candidate for a match with
a corresponding zone in the image� in order to obtain
the position coe�cient� In this example� an ascender and
a loop have been found at relative positions of �����
and ���� respectively in the image of the word �ten��
The ascender at ����� is compared with the �t� of the
lexicon words �ten� and �two�� The loop at ���� is
compared with letter �e� of the word �ten� and letter
�o� of the word �two�� In this latter case� the position
coe�cient evaluated at a position of ���� has a value
of ����� because the matching function decreases between
positions 

� and ��� when it is centered on the letter
�o� associated with the loop�
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Fig� ��� Fuzzy matching� The position coe�cient values are
inside the boxes� For the letter �t� in the lexicon words �ten�
and �two� the position coe�cient is evaluated to 
 in both
cases� All the features detected in the image are attributed a
relative position ����


 Experiments and Results

Two types of results will be discussed in this section�
qualitative and quantitative� The former validates the
behavior of the model� the latter validates the pattern
recognition task performed by our system�

��� Qualitative Results

After implementation of our method� results have been
obtained on real images� Examples of the outputs pro�
duced by our system are shown in Figs� �� and �� for
the words ��fteen� and �only�� The value associated with
each word in the output list is an activation value� The
higher the value� the higher the likelihood that this word
corresponds to the target word�
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0.423
0.512
0.516
0.591
0.923

thirteen
nineteen
dollars
fourteen
eighteen

fifteen
sixteen

4
4
3
3

6
4

3

0.924
0.512
0.512
0.366
0.364
0.364
0.235

only
forty
fifty
dollars
thirty
twenty
four

3
2
2
2

2
2

1

act words labelswords labelsact

Fig� ��� Output lists of word candidates for the word images
��fteen�� and �only�� �act� is the activation of the word�
�labels� is the number of zones matched with the word�

In the images of Fig� � d� and e�� the segments are
the representation of strokes and ascenders� The loops
are represented by circles� In the images of Fig� � e��
each zone is represented by a box� As we can observe
in Fig� � b�� the meaningful features such as ascenders�
descenders and loops have been detected and validated�
The activation curves in Fig� �� show the behavior

of the most highly activated cells �not all the cells are
represented here� involved in the recognition process of
the words ��fteen� and �only� respectively�
In Fig� ���a�� candidate words ��fteen� and �only�

are more highly activated because they have more let�
ters matched than their competitors� One should notice
that ��fteen�� �sixteen�� �eighteen� and �fourteen� be�
long to the same perception family� because they share
the same global shape� This is true also for the words
�only�� �forty� and ��fty�� Hence� the activation curves
for the words �forty� and ��fty� are overlapped�
In Fig� ���b�� letters �f � and �g� of zone �� at the

beginning of the word ��fteen�� and the letters �l�� �f ��
�t� and �h� of zone �� in the middle of the word �only��
are in competition� because they have a common feature�
namely a descender in the 	rst example� and an ascender
in the second example respectively� Since few words in
the lexicon begin with letter �g� in the 	rst case� letter �f �
receives more activation� In the second example� letters
�l�� �f �� �t� and �h� are in competition� but the feedback of
the word�cell �only� to letter�cell �l� enables this letter to
win the competition� This fact illustrates very well the
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Fig� �	� Words ��fteen�� and �only� a� before processing�
b� after feature extraction� c� after key letter extraction� d�
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the bottomup and topdown processes�
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�only�� zone 
 corresponds to letter �l��

�Word Superiority E�ect� described by our equation of
activation� Indeed� when a cell is activated� it receives
more stimuli from its neighbors at adjacent levels� and
therefore its activation increases� Moreover� these results
are coherent with our psycho�perceptual model because
the errors made by the system mimic those observed in
humans �confused words are part of a same perceptual
family��

��� Quantitative Results

����� Database

At CENPARMI� where this research has been partly con�
ducted� a large database has been built for a project
aiming at the recognition of the legal amount of cheques
�Lam et� al� ���� This database has been created from
���� handwritten cheques written in English� and ���
handwritten cheques written in French� The number of
writers is estimated to be close to ��� for the English
cheques� and close to ��� for the French cheques� In this
database� ��
� English words and ��
� French words are
available� Examples of some typical words found in the
database are shown in Fig� ���

Fig� ��� Some word samples from the CENPARMI database�

We decided to experiment with this database� 	rst
because it was already available and can be a common
basis for performance evaluation of di�erent methods
and second because of compatibility advantages if this
method was to be integrated into a larger framework
combining di�erent experts �Suen et� al� ����

����� Testing conditions and parameters

The word recognizer has been trained on a small set of
��� images� and tested on a set of �� images� None of
these images contain capital letters� because the current
version of the system is restricted to lowercase letters�
The lexicon used for the tests includes 
� English cursive
words with 
 to  letters�
Table � gives the results obtained for the recogni�

tion of isolated cursive words without hypothesis gen�
eration� validation or insertion �we will discuss why in
section ����
��
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N ��� 
 � � 
�

Training set ���
 �� �
�� ��
Testing set �	�� �
 ���� ����

Table �� Cursive word recognition results �� correct in top
N choices��

word length 
 � � 
�

	 ���	 ���	 �
�� ���	
� �
�
 ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� �� ����
� ���� ���� �� ����
� ���� ���� �� ����
� �
�
 ���	 ���	 ����
� �� ���� ���� 
��

Table �� Cursive word recognition results per class of word
length for the testing set �� correct in top N choices��

As might be expected� the words described with a
larger number of anchor features are more often properly
recognized� This facilitates the detection of long words�
and increases the con	dence associated with the recog�
nition of these words as shown in Table �� On the con�
trary� short words are more di�cult to recognize� espe�
cially words such as �one� and �nine�� because they do
not contain any ascenders or descenders� as we can see
in Table 
� These words are responsible for a decrease
by �� in the recognition rates� as we can observe in Ta�
ble �� This is why� in these cases� we should extract other
features to improve the recognition rate�

words 
 � � 
�

one �
 ���� ���� ���

six 	��
 	��� 	��� �	��
nine ���� ���
 ���� ��
seven ���� ���� ���� �
�


Totals �	�
 �� �	�� ����

Table �� Recognition results for words without extensions
with the testing set�

N ��� 
 � � 
�

with �	�� �
 ���� ����
without ���� ���
 �� ����

Table �� Recognition results with the testing set with and
without �no extension words��

When we analyse the experimental results� we ob�
serve that there are two main sources of errors� The 	rst
one is related to pre�segmentation problems� and does
not occur frequently� The second one occurs more of�
ten� and is caused by a bad detection of the primary
features� For both cases� the information given to the
system is erroneous from the beginning� The propaga�
tion of this information during the bottom�up process

leads to a bad labelling of the lexicon words� Moreover�
during the feedback process� these words will contribute
to the reinforcement of bad choices�
These facts suggest that we should add an indepen�

dent labelling mechanism based on contextual informa�
tion� in order to be able to reconsider the erroneous la�
belling proposed by the bottom�up process� The use of
a rejection threshold may also be part of the solution�
We also realise that our primary feature detection

algorithm is robust� even though these features are not
always precise enough for di�cult cases�

����
 Insertion

As we can see in table �� hypothesis insertion does not
necessarily increase the recognition rates for all words�

N ��� 
 � � 
�

without insertion ���
 �� �
�� ��
with insertion �� �	 �� ��

Table �� Results with and without insertion for the training
set�

In fact� the insertion process will improve the recog�
nition rates only when the number of zones matched for
the target word is increased� Otherwise� a wrong word
will be suggested as solution� The following observations
may explain this situation�

� hypothesis generation is suggested by the most highly
activated word�cells�
When the target word is not in this group of words�
the recognition may diverge because it is based on
wrong decisions�

� estimation of the topology is erroneous�
The topology estimation depends on the evaluation
of the number of letters between the anchor zones�
which is calculated from the mean width of a key�
letter� Since this measurement is not always accurate�
the estimation may be erroneous�

� features looked for during the validation process are
too vague�
Consequently� almost all hypotheses will then be ac�
cepted� This will lead to a bad hypothesis choice at
the validation step� even though the target word is
part of the possible word list�

Thus� the insertion process is not e�cient to increase
the recognition of words already badly recognized� How�
ever� it increases the discrimination of the words which
have a good activation level�

� Conclusion and perspectives

After an overview of our method� where we underlined
the major contributions of our system and justi	ed the
choice of our architecture� we have tested the model on
a training set of ��� images and a testing set of ��
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images of English cursive words from the CENPARMI
database� The recognition rates obtained for the learning
set are ��� �top choice� and �� �top 	ve�� and for the
testing set ��� �top choice� and �� �top 	ve�� In real
applications� such as mail sorting of cheque recognition�
syntactic information can be used to disambiguate the
recognition of the words when identifying the whole sen�
tence� Thus� it is reasonable to consider several choices
for the recognition of each word of the sentence� More�
over� baseline extraction is usually more accurate when
considering sentences rather than isolated words� This
is especially true in case of small words such as �one�
that does not contain ascenders nor descenders� At last�
it can be noticed that the lexicon used for the tests con�
tains words �essentially numbers� with quite a similar
structure� In sentence recognition� the syntax would help
to compensate for the ambiguity relative to this type of
lexicon�
We have shown that the method is operational and

that it has the expected behavior �cf� Figures ��� � and
���� i�e� that it behaves according to the perceptual con�
cepts studied� Errors made by the system are not in�
coherent but mimic in some manner those observed in
humans because words which are confused are part of the
same perceptual family� Considering that humans recog�
nize words in sentences by using contextual analysis� it
is reasonable to think that more than one possibility is
evaluated during the recognition of isolated words�
Consequently� we have validated our psycho�perceptual

approach for o��line recognition of isolated cursive words�
The main original issues of our model are summarized
below�

�� An architecture based on a reading model� hierarchi�
cal� parallel� with local representation and interactive
activation mechanism�

�� Signi	cant perceptual features in word recognition�
such as ascenders and descenders�


� Fuzzy position concept� dealing with the location un�
certainty of features and letters�

�� Adaptability of the model to words of di�erent lengths
and from di�erent languages�

Solutions are suggested below in order to further im�
prove this method� Bad feature detection may be han�
dled by improving the primary feature detection� and
by using a labelling mechanism independent of the one
resulting from the bottom�up process� Additional fea�
tures could also improve the insertion module� Moreover�
the reliability of the system could be improved if rejec�
tion is considered� Finally� a hybrid architecture could
be envisaged� It would be interesting to combine a local
knowledge representation with a distributed one� The
distributed knowledge representation �neural nets with
learning phase� would be used between the feature and
letter levels in order to improve letter recognition� while
the local knowledge representation would be used for
contextual analysis between the word and letter levels
�analytical approach��
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